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Summary

Experimental modal nodeling involves the determination of the modal parameters of the

model of a structure froa recorded input-output data from dynamic tests. Though commercial

modal analysis algorithms are being widely used in many industries their ability to identify

i set of reliable raodal parameters of an as-built nuclear power plant structure has not been

systematically verified. This paper describes the effort to verify MODAL-PLUS, a widely '

used modal analysis code, using recorded data from the dynamic tests performed on the •

reactor building of the Heissda^ipfreaktor, situated near Frankfurt, Federal Republic of j

Germany. In the series of dynamic tests on HDR in 1979, the reactor building was subjected

to forced vibrations from different types and levels of dynamic excitations. Rotating :

eccentric mass shakers provided hamonic excitations at different force levels in one series ;

of tests. Buried explosive charges, located near the reactor building induced the :

jvibrations in another series. In the third series of tests, the reactor building was ;

excited by the reaction force frca rockets attached to the dome of the reactor building. In

!all the tests, acceleration response at different points of the building were recorded. •
1 MODAL-PLUS code was developed by and is proprietary to the Structural Dynamics Research '<

Corporation. Given the excitation force and response data, MODAL-PLUS can determine the •

natural frequency, damping ratio, -ode shape and the modal mass for each mode of an assumed!



systematically verified. This paper describes the effort to verify MODAL-PLUS, a widelyj

' used modal analysis code, using recorded data from the dynamic tests performed on the j

reactor building of the Heissdaapfreaktor, situated near Frankfurt, Federal Republic of

Germany. In the series of dynamic tests on HDR in 1979, the reactor building was subjected

to forced vibrations from different types and levels of dynamic excitations. Rotating

eccentric mass shakers provided hamonic excitations at different force levels in one series

of tests. Buried explosive charges, located near the reactor building induced the i

i vibrations in another series. In the third series of tests, the reactor building was '•
i

excited by the reaction force from rockets attached to the dome of the reactor building. In

jail the tests, acceleration response at different points of the building were recorded.
; MODAL-PLUS code was developed by and is proprietary to the Structural Dynamics Research

Corporation. Given the excitation force and response data, MODAL-PLUS can determine the

natural frequency, damping ratio, code shape and the modal mass for each mode of an assumed

multi-degree-of-freedom nodal. MODAL-PLUS performs the modal extraction through curve

ifitting in the frequency domain. Two sets of HDR containment building input-output data

-were chosen for MODAL-PLUS analyses. To reduce the influence of nonlinear behavior on the

results, these sets were chosen so that the levels of excitation are relatively low and

.about the same in the two sets.

', The attempted verification vas only partially successful in that only one modal model,

iwith a limited range of validity, could be synthesized and in that the goodness of fit could

be verified only in this limited range. However, some useful conclusions regarding the

planning and data analysis of dynanic tests emerge from this study.

Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Division of Engineering

Technology.
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It is well known that the dynamic response of a structure, assumed to be linear in

behavior, can be obtained by the superposition of the modal contributions. In the case of

actual structures such as nuclear power-plant buildings it is common to assume that their

response to dynamic loads may be well approximated by a superposition of the lower modes.

Thus a structure may be mathematically represented by a system of finite number of uncoupled

ordinary differential equations, with each equation representing one mode. Such a

mathematical representation of a structure is denoted a modal model in this paper.

A modal model for a structure whose geometry and material properties are known or

assumed may be mathematically derived. An alternative method of obtaining a modal model for

an existing structure is to subject the structure to a known dynamic excitation, measure its

response, and then synthesize a modal model based on the knowledge of the input (applied |

excitation) and the output (measured response). A model so synthesized may actually be a ;

truer representation of the real structure since it reflects the behavior of the real, as- !
j

built structure. However, the validity of a test-synthesized model depends on the technique 1
i

used for determining it from the test input and measured output. The techniques applied for j

synthesizing a modal model are a class of parameter estimation methods. The basic i

assumptions of linearity and equivalent viscous damping is common to all the widely-used ;

parameter estimation or experimental modal analysis techniques. In addition to these, other |.

assumptions based on experience and judgment may be made by the analyst. The validity of j

the synthesized modal model depends on these also. !

Over the last two decades a great number of dynamic tests have been performed on a ;

variety of large civil engineering structures, including nuclear power-plant structures 11- .

3]. In almost all of these cases, modal parameters were determined from an analysis of the <

test data, mostly for the purpose of verifying a pre-test analytical model. Usually the .

modal parameters determined from tests were one or more of the following parameters for each '

of a few lower modes: frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes. Synthesizing of a !



built structure. However, the validity of a test-synthesized model depends on the technique ]

used for determining it from the test input and measured output. The techniques applied for j

synthesizing a modal model are a class of parameter estimation methods. The basic I

assumptions of linearity and equivalent viscous damping is common to all the widely-used j

parameter estimation or experimental modal analysis techniques. In addition to these, other j.

assumptions based on experience and judgment may be made by the analyst. The validity of •
i

the synthesized modal model depends on these also.

Over the last two decades a great number of dynamic tests have been performed on a

variety of large civil engineering structures, including nuclear power-plant structures [1-

3]. In almost all of these cases, modal parameters were determined from an analysis of the

test data, mostly for the purpose of verifying a pre-test analytical model. Usually the

modal parameters determined from tests were one or more of the following parameters for each '

of a few lower modes: frequencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes. Synthesizing of a !

modal model requires an additional parameter, which represents modal mass. If the
i

excitation is in the form of known base motion, such as in earthquake data, the fourth [

parameter may be an effective participation factor [4], Seldom was it attempted to ;

synthesize a modal model through the analysis of test data from any as-built civil i

engineering structure. Even the few attempts on the identification of linear models from

earthquake data (e.g., [4]) were in the realm of academic research rather than in the course

of routine engineering practice. This is in contrast with the increasing use of

experimental modal modeling of mechanical systems for application in other industries such

as aerospace, automotive, etc. The question arises whether the commercially available

experimental modal modeling methods would yield accurate modal models (i.e., models capable

of accurately predicting response to other given excitations) when applied to test data from

real, large structures. The study reported here is an attempt to answer this question.

MODAL-PLUS, a modal modeling algorithm developed by and proprietary to Structural Dynamics

Research Corporation (SDRC), was selected as the candidate code for verification since this

code is very widely used in different industries. Dynamic tests, with different excitation

techniques, of the containment building of a decommissioned 25 MWe nuclear reactor,

Heissdampfreaktor (HDR), in the Federal Republic of Germany, were the source of test data.

These data were provided by the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) through a cooperative
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program with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The analysis of selected test data

with MODAL-PLUS was performed by the staff of SDRC.

Modal Parameter Extraction in MODAL PLUS

The following is a very brief surmary of the description of the parameter estimation ;

methods of MODAL-PLUS given in [5], For an N-degree-of-freedom system with viscous damping,

the frequency response function ii^ (i.e., the ratio of the dLsplacement at point i to the

force applied at point k) is given by

N Ar Ar* i
Hlk(ad - I ^ = r = + * — (1)

r=l , . ,

where u is the frequency, j is the complex notation for / -1 , co is the undamped natural

frequency of the rth mode and ^ is the damping ratio of the rth mode. A^and its complex

conjugate A?k, the residues of Hj_k for the rth mode, are defined by

(2)

where ij£ is the mode shape coefficient of the rth mode at point i,

<{£ is the mode shape coefficient of the rth mode at point k, and

ar is a constant for the rth node.

To synthesize the modal equation for the rth mode, the parameters to be extracted from

the frequency response data are ^ (natural frequency), £r (damping), {i{i}r (mode shape ;

.vector) and [A]r (the residue reatrix) _or_ ar (the constant for rth mode). The modal mass for

the rth mode can be expressed in terms of the above parameters. Parameter extraction

involves a number of curve fitting operations. Of the four extraction techniques available

.in MODAL-PLUS, only two are raultipla-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) methods which treat many modes

simultaneously. In the present application these MDOF methods were the ones invoked. Both
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where ^ is the mode shape coefficient of the rth mode at point i,

ij£ is the mode shape coefficient of the rth mode at point k, and

a., is a constant for the rth node,

f To synthesize the modal equation for the rth mode, the parameters to be extracted from

! the frequency response data are -^ (natural frequency), £r (damping), {i|i}r (mode shape ;

i vector) and [A]r (the residue riatrix) or a (the constant for rth mode). The modal mass for
;| ; — r :

! the rth mode can be expressed in terms of the above parameters. Parameter extraction

| involves a number of curva fitting operations. Of the four extraction techniques available

[ ;in MODAL-PLUS, only two are multiple-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) methods which treat many modes ;

simultaneously. In the present application these 14DOF methods were the ones invoked. Both ;

these methods are based on the conplex exponential technique. One of these uses a single

frequency response function for estimating the frequency, damping, and residue amplitude. ,

The other uses a set of frequency response functions to obtain a better global estimation of .

the parameters. This latter method is based on a least-squared-error implementation of the

complex exponential technique. Since for real structures N, the optimal number of modes, is

also a characteristic to be determined from the test data, the least-square error for a :

different number of modes is calculated and the error variation with the number of modes is

studied. A fit with less nodes than really exist in the data will cause a large error due

to the systematic error of not fitting all the resonances whereas a fit with taore modes than

exist in the data will give an error due to the noise on the measurements. When fitting

with more and more nodes, the error will stabilize at a value reflecting the noise level.

Therefore as one increases the nunber of modes, the optimal number is assumed to be achieved

when the error stabilizes.

MODAL-PLUS also has a sort of built-in procedure for the validation of the estimated

modal parameters. This procedure involves the synthesis of frequency response functions on

the basis of the estimated parameters. The synthesized frequency response function is
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•̂••'compared to the corresponding experimentally acquired one to obtain a measure of accuracy of

ie extraction method. This is more rigorous if the synthesized frequency response function

|was one that V7as not used in the parameter extraction procedure. In this context, it has ',

been shown [6] that the number of sources of: error in synthesizing frequency response j

functions is reduced if A£ V , the residue of the driving point frequency response function, !

H., , is used in the synthesis. Consequently the driving point frequency response function

is required to be one among the test-measured frequency response functions that form part of

the input to MODAL-PLUS.

Tests on HDR Containment Building

The HDR containment building (65 m tall and 22.4 ta in diameter) consists of an outer

|reinforced concrete cylindrical shell capped with a hemispherical dome, an inner steel J

•cylindrical shell with domed top and bottom, an internal concrete structure that supports 1

the reactor vessel, steam generator, etc., and a massive reinforced concrete foundation mat i

which supports all the above structures. Structurally, the outer concrete shell and the '

; inner steel shell are connected only through the foundation mat and an annular space j

separates them for most of their height. However, penetrations, piping and some structural \

members do interconnect them at some points [7].

During 1979, dynamic tests on the HDR containment building were performed with three ,

different types of excitation [8,9]. Steady state sinusoidal forcing (at relatively low >
i

force levels) with a pair of rotating eccentric mass vibrators attached to the internal

structure at about two-thirds height of the building from the base, impulse forces (100 to '

400 kN) applied with reaction rockets mounted normal to the spherical surface at a point on

the outer concrete dome about 10 m from the top, and ground motions generated by the '

explosion of small (5 to 10 kg) charges buried at distances of about 30 m from the center of ,

the building were the different types of excitation. The response of the building was

measured with accelerometers mounted at 18 different locations: five on the base mat, five •

on the outer shell, and eight on the inner structure including the steel shell. Since more

than one component of motion was measured at some of these locations, a total of 32

measurement records were obtained from most of the tests. !

Verification Procedure and Selection of Data ;
the idea that if a modal model



i inner steel shell are connected only through the foundation mat and an annular space ;

separates them for most of their height. However, penetrations, piping and some structural \

members do interconnect them at some points [7].

During 1979, dynamic tests on the HDR containment building were performed with three

different types of excitation [8,9]. Steady state sinusoidal forcing (at relatively low i

force levels) with a pair of rotating eccentric mass vibrators attached to the internal

structure at about two-thirds height of the building from the base, impulse forces (100 to

400 kN) applied with reaction rockets mounted normal to the spherical surface at a point on

the outer concrete dorae about 10 m from the top, and ground motions generated by the

explosion of small (5 to 10 kg) charges buried at distances of about 30 m from the center of

the building were the different types of excitation. The response of the building was

measured with accelerometers mounted at 18 different locations: five on the base mat, five

on the outer shell, and eight on the inner structure including the steel shell. Since more

than one component of motion was measured at some of these locations, a total of 32

measurement records were obtained from most of the tests.

Verification Procedure and Selection of Data

The proposed verification procedure was based on the idea that if a modal model

synthesized from one set of test input—output data, say set A, can accurately predict the

output (i.e., response) for a different input (i.e., excitation), say from test data set B,

then MODAL-PLUS- would stand verified for synthesizing modal models of the HDR building. The

accuracy of prediction was to be assessed by a comparison of the model prediction with the

output from test data set B. To eliminate the effects of amplitude-dependent nonlinear

behavior, the response amplitudes of the two sets A and B would have to be in the same

range. Further, since the MODAL-PLUS algorithm requires frequency response functions to be

defined as the ratio of response to exciting force, the data from tests with buried

explosions as the source of vibrations could not be used for modal model synthesis. (In

principle, it is possible with other methods to identify a modal model from such data using

measured base motion as the input exictation. However, such a modal model can predict

response only to given base excitations, and not to applied forces. See [4].)

Based on the above requirements two sets of test data were selected. The first set,

denoted here for convenience as set A, consisted of the 32 response measurements from one
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series of shaker tests covering the frequency range of 0.5 to 18.3 Hz. Set A included three

sequences of forcing in each of the two horizontal directions with the tvro shakers

synchronized to act in-phase, and one sequence of forcing thai; produced a torsional couple

in the horizontal plane through the anti-phase action of the two shakers. The output of set

A was in the fora of complex frequency response, and the input force was computed from a

knowledge of the shaker nass and its eccentricity for each sequence. The second set,

denoted set B here, was the the response and force data from one of the four rocket tests.

In this case two rockets applied an impulsive force on the spherical dome of the outer

structure. The force applied from only one of the rockets was actually measured. Since the

rocket force pulses are noted to have been repeatable, it was assumed that the force history

from the unmeasured rocket was identical to the one that was measured. A total of 29

response records (acceleration histories) were available for this set.

; MODAL-PLUS, like other commercial experimental modal analysis codes, requires certain

specific inputs for nodal nodel synthesis. However since raodal model synthesis using a

particular computer code was not necessarily among the original objectives of the HDR tests,

certain incompatibilities between the test data and MODAL-PLUS were noted. First of these

was that while MODAL-PLUS is based on single-point excitation the shaker tests involved a

two-point excitation. (A later version of MODAL-PLUS has been developed to include

multiple-point excitations, but this version was not ready at the time of this study.)

To overcome this problem, the resultant force or couple of the two shakers were assumed

to be applied at a single point midway between the two shaker locations. The second and

perhaps a more serious problem encountered was the non measurement of driving point response

in the tests and the requirement of driving point response among the others by MODAL-PLUS.

An examination of the lower-mode mode shapes obtained by others [8] indicated that it may be

possible to approximately interpolate the response at the driving point from the measured

response at locations nearest to the driving point. Though this would introduce some error,

it was judged that the error in lower-mode parameter estimates would not be large. The

third problem arose in connection with the rocket test data. Here the sampling interval for

the rocket force was two and a half times that for the responses. But MODAL-PLUS required

that the time increments be the same for both. This made it necessary to interpolate

additional points for the rocket force data. Further, since the force history and response

;n recorded with the same time reference, the two had to be manually
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multiple-point excitations, but this version was not ready at the time of this study.)

; To overcome this problem, the resultant force or couple of the two shakers were assumed

to be applied at a single point midway between the two shaker locations. The second and

perhaps a more serious problem encountered was the non measurement of driving point response

in the tests and the requirement of driving point response among the others by MODAL-PLUS.

An examination of the lower-aode raode shapes obtained by others [8] indicated that It may be

possible to approximately interpolate the response at the driving point from the measured

response at locations nearest to the driving point. Though this would introduce some error,

it was judged that the error in lower-mode parameter estimates would not be large. The

third problem arose in connection with the rocket test data. Here the sampling interval for

the rocket force was two and a half times that for the responses. But MODAL-PLUS required

that the tirae increments be the same for both. This made it necessary to interpolate

additional points for the rocket force data. Further, since the force history and response

histories had not been recorded with the same time reference, the two had to be manually

synchronized. These two approximations were not expected to result in serious errors.

Discussion of Results

A preliminary analysis of the shaker test data (Set A) was made to obtain approximate

estimates of modal frequencies, damping, and mode shapes with the single-frequency-response

method of MODAL-PLUS. This analysis covered the frequency range of 0.5 - 8.5 Hz. Elever

modes were approxinately identified in this frequency range. However, this analysis

indicated that only the loves £ four modes were unambiguously identifiable from the data.

The fifth node appeared to be predominantly one of the outer structure vibration. This mode

had been identified as a probable shell mode by German investigators [8]. This mode and the

next two higher modes, all closely spaced, were shown by this preliminary analysis to be

poorly excited. These r̂ odes seen to have significant torsional motions, but also could have

been local modes. The eighth and ninth modes also were identified by MODAL-?LUS with some

ambiguity. It -nay be noted that the structural action of these modes had not been clcarl\
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identified by the German investigators, as they qualify these as "probable" [8]. Even ' ^

though the tenth mode was clearly identified as a torsional node, the eleventh mode was \

somewhat ambiguous. The occurrence of significant torsional motions around 5 Hz invalidated ?

the assumptions that the two shaker forces could be approximated as a single resultant force >

acting at the center of action of the two shaker forces and that the driving point frequency \

response functions may be obtained by interpolation. Therefore the modal nodel to be . \

identified by MODAL-PLUS had to be limited to the first four modes only. Further since the ;

damping ratios determined in the preliminary analysis were found to be small, it was assumed

that the mode shapes may be considered to be "classical" normal modes, i.e., these are real- v

value.i modes, rather than the complex-valued modes associated with the most general case of

viscous damping. Table I gives the natural frequency, damping ratio and the modal mass ;
. j

identified by MODAL-PLUS for the first four modes. The three-dimensional mode shapes were : I

also given by MODAL-PLUS, but are not given here. The mode shapes were normalized by taking •

the largest absolute shape coefficient to be unity, before calculating the modal mass.

The attempt to obtain a modal model from the rocket tests failed due to an inability to . ,

generate valid frequency response functions from the data. The frequency response function

is obtained by dividing the Fourier transform of the response by that of the applied

force. Typical frequency response functions computed showed too cany peaks, at least some

of which appeared to be spurious. This led to an examination of the Fourier transforms of

the response and rocket force. While the peaks in the transform of the response occurred at

the known resonant frequencies, it was seen that fhe transform of the rocket force had many

near-zero values at frequencies corresponding to the spurious peaks of the frequency

response functions. The presence of these "valleys" is easily explained. The rocket force,

:in the time domain, is approximately a rectangular pulse of 0.5 s duration. This

characteristic is reflected in the frequency domain by near-zero value of the transform at

frequency values of 2 Hz, 4 Hz, 6 Hz,..., etc. Thus this was essentially a numerical

problem since theoretically the frequency response function depends only on the dynamic

parameters and not on the applied force.

The lack of a second modal model (i.e., from Set B) and the limited frequency range of

.the first modal model from set A made the original objective unattainable. However, as a

sort of verification of the goodness of fit achieved in the modal model from the shaker



force. Typical frequency response functions computed showed too many peaks, at least some

of which appeared to be spurious. This led to an examination of the Fourier transforms of

the response and rocket force. While the peaks in the transform of the response occurred at

the known resonant frequencies, it was seen that the transform of the rocket force had many

near-zero values at frequencies corresponding to the spurious peaks of the frequency

response functions. The presence of these "valleys" is easily explained. The rocket force,

in the time domain, is approximately a rectangular pulse of 0.5 s duration. This

characteristic is reflected in the frequency domain by near-zero value of the transform at

frequency values of 2 Hz, 4 Hz, 6 Hz,..., etc. Thus this was essentially a numerical

problem since theoretically the frequency response function depends only on the dynamic

parameters and not on the applied force.

The lack of a second modal model (i.e., from Set B) and the limited frequency range of
t

£he first modal model from set A made the original objective unattainable. However, as a

sort of verification of the goodness of fit achieved in the modal model from the shaker

test, this model was subjected to a simulated shaker test in the frequency range of 1 to 5

Hz, i.e., the range of validity of the model. The frequency response of this modal model to

a unit force, in a steady state sinusoidal test covering the frequency range of 1 to 5 Hz

was computed with another code, SABBA, also developed by SDRC. A comparison of the computed

response at a point on the internal structure with that obtained from the test showed that

the MODAL-PLUS curve fitting was very good indeed.

Conclusions

Though the original objective of the effort could not be attained mainly because of the

incompatibilities between the data and the parameter estimation nethod, the following useful

conclusions emerged from this study. In devising the test excitation and response

measurements (i.e., number and location of measurements), the method of data analysis and

the expected results must be taken into account. For instance, if the goal of the test is

to determine only the natural frequencies, damping ratios and mode shapes, then it may not

be necessary to accurately measure the forcing function but only to know certain frequency
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characteristics of the oxcLcation. In contrast, if the test objective is to synthesize a

nodal model then it is necesiary to measure the force as well as the ro.sponsft on the same

synchronized tvne frana.

There is a need for the development of modal parameter extraction methods applicable to

general dynamic testing situations. In almost all cases of dynamic testing of as-built

civil engineering structures, the goal was to verify analytical modeling through a

comparison of modal parameters estimated fro.n the test with those given by analysis [3],

But the model verification -as always partial since modal masses or participation factors

were not usually estinated frcn test data. This may be because the methods available were

not capable of estimating -odal masses. Until parameter estimation methods capable of

extracting a "complete" nodal nodel from experimental data obtained from the most general

dynaaic testing conditions beco~ie available, it is necessary for test planners to recognize

the capabilities and linitations of commercially available codes such as MODAL-PLUS.

Devising tests on as-built structures that are compatible with such codes, and validating

the codes through use of test data from real structures are the requirements for .

establishing the accuracy of rodal models derived from test data. j
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Table I. MODAL PARAMETERS ESTIMATED BY MODAL-PLUS

MODS FREQUENCY MODAL MASS DAMPING
(Hz) (kg) (% of Critical)

1 1.48 20742 4.1

2 1.53 14381 4.7

3 2.54 6743 3.6

4 2.68 8160 3.8


